
 

    
   
 
 
 
 
Oasis® 2900 Solar Insect Shade system is available with SHY Zip side 
track and motorized only.  For Oasis 2900 units with complete head 
box, follow installation instructions below.  For Oasis 2900E with 

exposed bracket / pocket mount shades refer to instructions on page 2. 
 
OASIS 2900 MOTORIZED SHADE WITH SIDE TRACKS & HEAD BOX 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Mount rails at appropriate opening width and height. Mount side 
tracks with # 8 or #10 screw (not provided) at appropriate width. 
Tracks must be mounted plumb and parallel. The end of track with 
a “V” at the top of the SHY Zip inner rail goes at top. Orient tracks 
so bracket mounting peg goes into track cavity closer to wall.  
*Note: If you do not have 7 3/4" clearance at top of side rails you 
will need to mount side rails and head box at the same time.   

 
INSTALLATION TIP 

Side tracks may require some field adjustment after shade zipper 
is inserted into side tracks.  Before tightening side tracks, run 
shade up and down to make sure it runs smoothly.  If tracks are 
being recessed into columns, shade adjustments must happen 
while tracks are accessible.  Re-measure tracks at top, middle, 
and bottom.  Tolerances are very tight.  Tracks may need to be 

shimmed to make sure they are parallel. 
 

2. Remove front cover. 
 

3. Remove motor retainer ring.  Remove shade and roller tube by 
 compressing spring idler and removing motor from motor mount. 

 
4. Slide head box into sidetracks.  Make sure peg on bracket slides 

down into hollow cavity on sidetracks. The head box is supplied 
with a silver metal reinforcement bracket, which has two holes on 
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the top and two holes in the back. Screw brackets to wall or post 
with #10 x 1 ½ “ or longer pan-head screws (not provided).  
 
On wider units, secure back cover to wall between brackets with 
screws (not provided). Be careful not to tighten down screws too 
hard as this may cause damage to the head box. Drill a hole either 
through top or back of head box to route the motor wire out of box. 

 
5. Re-install shade in head box by depressing idler end into idler 

bracket and inserting motor into motor mount. Make sure limit 
switches are accessible and motor wire does not interfere with 
shade operation.  

 
6. Attach motor retainer clip onto motor head.  

 
7. Use test switch to lower shade approximately 8”. Route zippers 

into side track inserts. Both sides must be inserted at the same 
time and evenly.  
 

8. Set limit switches on motor. (See limit setting instructions). Upper 
limit must be set so that entire hem bar remains in side track.  
Operate shade several times to test.  
 

9. Reinstall front cover of head box. Install plug buttons on side rails 
for surface mount installations. 
 

OASIS 2900E EXPOSED BRACKET OR POCKET INSTALLATION 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Install Oasis 2900E brackets (can 
be installed as ceiling or wall 
mount). The bracket and track 
width are both the same as order 
width (1/8” factory deduction on 
inside mounts).  For Ceiling 
mounts, try to align bracket 
positioning with the track location 
so fabric drops straight into tracks.   
 

2. Mount rails at appropriate opening width and height. Tracks must 
be mounted plumb and parallel. The end of track with a “V” at the 
top of the SHY Zip inner rail goes at top.  

 
 



 

INSTALLATION TIP 

Side tracks may require some field adjustment after shade zipper 
is inserted into side tracks.  Before tightening side tracks, run 
shade up and down to make sure it runs smoothly.  If tracks are 
being recessed into columns, shade adjustments must happen 
while tracks are accessible.  Re-measure tracks at top, middle, 
and bottom.  Tolerances are very tight.  Tracks may need to be 

shimmed to make sure they are parallel. 
 

3. Install shade into brackets by depressing idler end into idler 
bracket and inserting motor into motor mount. Make sure limit 
switches are accessible and motor wire does not interfere with 
shade operation.  

 
4. Attach motor retainer clip onto motor head.  

 
5. Use test switch to lower shade approximately 8”. Route zippers 

into side track inserts. Both sides must be inserted at the same 
time and evenly.  
 

6. Set limit switches on motor. (See limit setting instructions). Upper 
limit must be set so that entire hem bar remains in side track.  
Operate shade several times to test.  

 
7. Install front cover of head box.  

 
8. Install plug buttons on side rails for surface mount installations. 

 
TROUBLESHOOTING - SHADE DOES NOT DROP SMOOTHLY      

1. Check the track width at top, middle, & bottom.  Compare with 
order dimensions.  Check tracks with a level to insure that they 
are plumb.  Make sure the tracks are not twisted. 
Tracks may need to be adjusted in or out (or shimmed).  
  

2. Additional adjustments may be made by removing SHY Zip 
bumper cushions at the location where the shade binds up. 

 
 
Insolroll ® uses the time proven SHY Zip technology to seal the edges of the shade.  
SHY Zip is a product of SHY Co. LTD of Japan and distributed exclusively in North 
America by its authorized sub-licensees. 
 

 
For more assistance: Contact Insolroll, Inc.  
www.insolroll.com 800-447-5534 REV 6/13 
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